Lanyon Porthleven and Lulworth initial analysis

Peter Lanyon,
Porthleven,

initial analysis

1951, oil on board,
245 x 122 cm (96 x 48”)
The vertical format of the painting
immediately conveys a landscape
changing as a viewer enters it.
Porthleven harbour is seen from an
elevated position looking out towards
the sea and sky.

The paint application is both drawn
and brushed. Drawn with sometimes
thick black lines which convey the
complex of construction and
Expressionist mark facture. That is
the perception and experience of the
landscape is both felt and thought
about in general and in detail,
painted with a view to convey colour,
tones and depth. This particular
aspect of Lanyon’s facture was to go
through a transition toward the
vigorous use of brush that recalls
American work of the calibre and
distinction of Willem De Kooning
(for example, his landscape Police
Gazette, 1955) This becomes evident
in 1956 with Lulworth. Lanyon worked
on Porthleven for almost a year, he then
destroyed it and started on a fresh
support. The painting we now view
was completed in a relatively short
period of time. (See note 2)

Lanyon’s intention is to convey a
complexity of viewing positions and a
variety of selected details. It is made
possible by locally informed
knowledge and concentrated
attention.
The lower third follows the topology
of the harbour showing the inner
harbour with boats and a gate. The
middle section shows the outer
harbour with its basin, quays and
houses arranged around the green
pool of the harbour. The upper third
includes the Bickford-Smith Institute
(with its clock tower), the pier, the sea
and sky. (See note 1)

Peter Lanyon,
Lulworth,

The constructive structural lines in
works such as Porthleven have been
transformed in Lulworth. Lulworth is
Lanyon’s first development of his
constructed line into a fuller and
larger brush mark producing a
combination of constructive and
Expressionist facture.

The view of Lulworth from a high
point is combined with a sublime
enthusiasm for the height above the
harbour and bay in combination with
its mapping. The drawing gathers
many of the shapes of the landscape
with more amorphous depictions of
the air and Lanyon’s own physicality
with another, the lifting experience of
being with a lover involved in the
same spectacular viewing positions.
(See note 3)

Both paintings were factured before
Lanyon’s use of a glider which started
in 1959. Both show Lanyon’s
multifocal attention to landscape, that
is to say that external appearance is
linked directly to internality, many
layers of grounds are seen from a
height or looked up to, seen in close
proximity and at a distance.

1956, oil on board,
183 x 122 cm (72 x 48”)

Historically facture of Lulworth was a
long process and the completed
painting took more than a year to
achieve.

There are several comments by
Lanyon and his curators regarding
specific figurative content which have
been thought unnecessary in this
initial account. (See note 4)
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Note 1:
Porthleven is a fishing village at the end of the Helston valley in Cornwall. It is the southern-most harbour in England.
It is a double harbour built to shelter ships from the seas around Mount’s Bay. The perimeter of the outer harbour is
lined on the Southside by Bay View Terrace, a long row of Victorian houses with distinctive gabled roofs. The BickfordSmith Institute, a granite building crowned with a clock tower, stands at the end of the terrace by the mouth of the cove.
From here the pier projects out more than 400 feet into the sea. The inner and outer harbours, the boats, the pier, the
clock tower, the quays, wharves, terraces and the lifeboat house all appear to be represented in Lanyon’s painting.1
Note 2:
The original painting that Lanyon had been working on for over a year was destroyed and he set about the facture of
the work we now see on a new support. The support is masonite painted on its lattice side, visible on the surface. The
ground is three coats of common household paint, sanded down before each layer was applied. The drawing is with
black and ochre painted over in translucent white. The painting was subsequently developed in thin oil paint. In places
the paint has been wiped dry. The facture was very quick. Lanyon thinks it took about four hours, Toby Treve thinks the
facture took a number of days. This speed of facture was a departure from almost all his paintings produced between
1945 and 1950.2
Note 3:
In his 1963 talk Lanyon notes, ‘… here is a landscape of Lulworth, a small port on the Dorset coast. Here the rock is not
granite as in Cornwall but soft chalk in which one finds hard rounded flints. I’ve painted not only the shape of the cove
itself and the shape of the beach, but also two lovers standing up hugging one another waiting to have their photograph
taken by a rather old-fashioned photographer who’s on the left side of the picture.’3
Note 4:
The discussion of Lanyon’s relationship with Susan Hunt linked directly to Lulworth is quite extensive, but does not
immediately enhance viewing the picture. In various letters Lanyon refers to Narcissus. That is not to deny the impact
of his relationship which lasted from 1955 until 1959. He made a number of pictures which he called the ‘Susan Series’.
Lulworth was the first major painting of the series, after he visited the village with her in 1955.
There have been many comments by Lanyon indicating that there are figurative elements in the landscape paintings
Porthleven and Lulworth. Speaking about Porthleven he says, ‘The forms in the picture have always suggested two people to
me. This may be accidental or at any rate unconscious, but I always look for figures in my pictures when I’ve painted
them. On the left there’s a very tall masculine shape holding something that looks like a lamp; on the other side there
seems to be a woman in a shawl – someone you could meet anytime walking round the Porthleven shore.’4 During the
painting of Lulworth in 1956 he wrote to Roland Bowden saying that the painting was, ‘a distressing love boring into me
and searching out the corners of all my previous betrayals, so making the making a thing of suffering and shame. It is
now overturned and slid out and I have in fact attacked the other side of space and made something more immediate
than previously. More in fact has been given face, more of experience, than before. Two people male and female
detached from the mainland in a form of headland become a posy for innocence. The left section, the shore, is a forbid
and we are saved again by some fantastic bellyaching from the damnation of art, love and man, the coward of the
forbid, whose sign must always be the mirror. So Narcissus moves out a humping left for the girl, who (some lovely
catalyst a flower for the season) eggs on the emergence for herself and for her man. It is a loved place for which I have
no name.’5

Partly drawn from Toby Treve. Peter Lanyon. Catalogue Raisonné of the oil paintings and three-dimensional works,
London: Modern Art Press, 2018.
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Peter Lanyon, recorded talk completed for the British Council, 1963, Tate Archive.

Lanyon. final script for his recorded talk for the British Council (TAV 526 AC), 1962. Quoted by Treve,
2018: 221.
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